GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR RIVER INFORMATION SERVICES

2019
PIANC has Technical Commissions concerned with inland waterways and ports (InCom), coastal and ocean waterways (including ports and harbours) (MarCom), environmental aspects (EnviCom) and sport and pleasure navigation (RecCom).

This report has been produced by an international Working Group convened by the Inland Navigation Commission (InCom). Members of the Working Group represent several countries and are acknowledged experts in their profession.

The objective of this report is to provide information and recommendations on good practice. Conformity is not obligatory and engineering judgement should be used in its application, especially in special circumstances. This report should be seen as an expert guidance and state-of-the-art on this particular subject. PIANC disclaims all responsibility in the event that this report should be presented as an official standard.
PIANC Permanent Working Group 125

The RIS Guidelines 2019 have been produced in meetings of Working Group 125 between 2016 and 2019 in Brussels, Barcelona, Budapest, Pittsburgh, Szczecin, Rotterdam, and the final meeting in Brussels. The contributors to the PIANC RIS Guidelines 2019 are: Mr Piotr Durajczyk (Poland), Mr Jan Bukovsky (Czech Republic), Mr Dierik Vermeir, Mr Piet Creemers (both from Belgium), Mr Alaric Blakeway (France), Mrs Birgitta Schäfer (Germany), Mr Robert Rafael, Mr Mario Sattler, Mr Jürgen Trögl (all Austria), Mr Csaba Kovacs (Hungary), Mr Giang Hoàng Hồng (Vietnam), Mr Pedro Vila (Spain), Mr Peter Stuurman, Mr Jeffrey van Gils (both the Netherlands), Mr Evgeny Brodsky (Russia), Mr Richard Lockwood, Mr Brian Tetreault (both USA), and Mr Cas Willems (the Netherlands and Chairman).

The PIANC RIS Guidelines 2019 – Edition 4 have been adopted by the PIANC Inland Navigation Committee in January 2019.
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